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METHOD OF SKETCH PROFILING WITH SPLINE CURVES FOR FOOTWEAR DESIGN
ABSTRACT. The method of profiling sketches with spline curves with curvilinear guide paths is proposed in the work. The variants of possible 
combinations of types of spline sections are considered, all necessary variants of point positions for detection of a spline curve are given. The 
advantages of the developed method are the simplification of the design procedure of the proposed type of curves while providing more 
accurate representation of the real details, the mobility in controlling the shapes of curvilinear curves of sketch parts with a decrease in the 
order of the curve, including the curvature of different directions, which is in particular of first importance for all curves of the characteristic 
of shoe last sketches and conditional unfolding of the shoe last.
KEYWORDS: method of profiling, sketch, spline, designing, footwear

METODĂ DE TRASARE A SCHIŢELOR UTILIZÂND CURBE SPLINE PENTRU PROIECTAREA ÎNCĂLŢĂMINTEI
REZUMAT. În lucrare se propune o metodă de trasare a schiţelor utilizând curbele spline cu traiectorii curbilinii. Sunt luate în considerare 
variante ale posibilelor combinaţii de tipuri de secţiuni spline şi sunt date toate variantele necesare ale poziţiilor punctelor pentru detectarea 
unei curbe spline. Avantajele metodei dezvoltate sunt: simplificarea procedurii de proiectare a tipului de curbe propus oferind în acelaşi 
timp o reprezentare mai precisă a detaliilor reale, mobilitatea în controlul formelor curbelor de tip curbiliniar ale părţilor schiţei cu o scădere 
în ordinea curbei, inclusiv curbarea în direcţii diferite, care are o mare importanţă pentru toate curbele specifice schiţei calapodului şi 
desfăşurarea condiţională a calapodului.
CUVINTE CHEIE: metodă de trasare, schiţă, spline, proiectare, încălţăminte

PROCÉDÉ DE TRACER LES CROQUIS AVEC DES COURBES SPLINES POUR LA CONCEPTION DE CHAUSSURES
RÉSUMÉ. Dans cet article on propose un procédé de tracer les croquis avec des courbes splines avec des chemins de guidage curvilignes. Les 
variantes de combinaisons possibles de types de sections splines sont considérées et toutes les variantes de positions de point nécessaires à 
la détection d’une courbe spline sont indiquées. Les avantages de la méthode développée sont la simplification de la procédure de conception 
du type de courbes proposé, tout en fournissant une représentation plus précise des détails réels, la mobilité dans le contrôle des formes 
des courbes curvilignes des pièces du croquis avec une diminution de l’ordre des courbes, y compris la courbure des différentes directions, 
ce qui est notamment de première importance pour toutes les courbes caractéristiques pour les croquis de la forme des chaussures et du 
développement conditionnel de la forme.
MOTS-CLÉS : procédé de tracer, croquis, spline, conception, chaussures
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INTRODUCTION

The necessary condition for increasing the 
efficiency of the organization of manufacturing 
and quality assurance of products of footwear 
industry is the introduction of innovative 
technologies, namely, the development 
of manufacturing, scientific, technical and 
innovation activities of enterprises using the 
latest achievements. The advancement of 
footwear industry is aimed at the development of 
the concept of footwear design automatisation, 
which provides a continuous connection of design 
processes, which include the development, the 
design, the implementation and use of footwear 
products.

Modern methods of application of applied 
and analytical geometry bases allow to simulate 
objects of rather complex forms and footwear 
products are among these objects. At the same 
time tasks that are being solved are directed on 
the search of analytical description and further 
modeling of objects using curves of different 
orders. Methods of simulating curves according 
to the way of their description can conditionally 
be divided into: using arrays of points; using 
equations. Firstly, the application of arrays of 
points is bulky, because it involves the use of 
significant numerical computational methods, 
and secondly, found in this way characteristics 
may not meet the requirements which had been 
set and do not contain an analytical basis [1]. 
They also do not solve the problem fully because 
they do not take into account the geometric 
characteristics appropriate to curves. There is 
also a certain number of methods for finding the 
dependences for curve equation descriptions in 
the form of various functions, polynomials, etc.

As it is known, the processes of modeling 
and designing products are largely associated 
with the creation and use of geometric models of 
surfaces or contours of surfaces. Objects with a 
complex curvilinear surface (foot, shoe last, shoe 
uppers), are of the greatest difficulty in designing 
because in order to ensure the appropriate 
quality of the products the structure of the foot 
should be taken into account.

Therefore, the creation of methods for 

processing the received source information of 
analytical modeling is an integral part of the 
research and shows the way for information 
footwear design.

RESEARCH METHODS

In the practice of design work for the 
simulation of curve lines certain approaches 
and methods are used [1-11]. The basis of these 
methods is the use of geometric techniques and 
the formation of a curves description model 
using complex mathematical techniques and 
transformations.

In works [12-14] the main principles of the 
use of spline curves for the design of sketches 
of details of footwear industry. Theoretical 
principles and algorithms for the solution of the 
inverse problem of a lineation design, which 
means to find the position of control points of 
the spline at known positions of points of sketch 
parts are presented there. The corresponding 
software for the practical realization of the 
inverse problem algorithms has been developed.

RESEARCH RESULTS

It is proposed to use Bezier spline curves 
to develop an analytical model. This spline 
category is most commonly used in automated 
design systems and in many graphical packages. 
The advantages of using these curves include the 
relatively simple mathematical apparatus, the 
description of bodies of any complexity with the 
necessary accuracy.

In the first instance, it is necessary to define 
some specific issues related to the classification 
and terminology of splines in general and splines 
with curvilinear guides in particular. Spline or 
spline curve is a smooth line, that is a line at 
any point which the derivative is determined 
monosemantically. A straight line (a first-order 
spline, defined by two control points i.e. the 
ends of this line) can be a spline in a specific 
case. Basically, the lineation of a part can have a 
lot of bends, but it should be borne in mind that 
each bend requires a separate control point, and 
the order of the curve per unit is greater than 
the number of these bends, respectively, the 
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number of control points per unit is greater than 
the order of the curve.

In the article [14] it is shown that the use 
of splines with curvilinear guides can greatly 
complicate the shape of the curve without 
increasing its order. It is known [1] that the 
further a certain section from a certain control 
point is located, the less the position of this point 
affects the shape of this spline area.

Figure 1. Scheme of symbols in the EU

So, from this point on, to simplify the 
presentation, it is enough to investigate the 
analyst of its element which is the simplest 
component of the spline curve. The spline 
element (EC) is considered to be the least 
complicated section (excluding the first order 
spline), which is a spline of the second order and 
is determined by three control points. We also 
conditionally set the sequence of these points 
by bypassing them clockwise (the direction for 
analytics has no principal importance), so the 
point H will be the point of the beginning of 

the EC, the point C - the middle, and the point 
K - the final (Fig. 1). Accordingly, НС sections 
are called the initial section of the EC, and the 
segment CK - the final. Usual НС and СК splines 
are straight lines, which we denote by the letter 
L. The ordinary EC of L type is inside the corner 
formed by the guides, and its ends coincide with 
the points of the beginning and the end of the 
EC (H and K respectively) (these properties are 
reserved for EC of all types).

Curvilinear guidance (КН) is any curve that 
connects the ends of the initial or final sections. 
The simplest of them can be circle arcs, ellipses etc. 
From this point on, curvilinear guides in the form of 
circle arches are under consideration. If the center 
of КН curvature is inside the angle formed by the 
EC guides, then this KH is called convex (type W), if 
outwardly it is called curved one (V type). Obviously, 
the center of the circle will always be symmetric 
relatively to the ends of the corresponding section.

LL option has been considered in details 
from the standpoint of analytics in [1], and 
the construction principle in [5]. It should 
be noted that the basis for all calculations 
needed to construct splines of different types 
is the parameter t, because the oscillation of 
the position of any point on the segment is 
determined by multiplying this parameter by the 
length of the segment.

WL Option 

In this combination the initial guide is 
curvilinear convex, the finite is rectilinear one. 
The calculation scheme is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. The scheme of construction of WL spline type 
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The position of the control points of 
H(xH, yH), C(xC, yC), K(xK, yK) spline is specified 
by the spline control points coordinates, the 
radius of the curvilinear guide RW is chosen 
selectively. The task is to determine the 
coordinates of the spline point at a certain 
value of the parameter t (the current S point 
with the coordinates xS, yS). 

)( WLWS xxtxx −+= . 
)( WLWS yytyy −+= . 

Coordinates of L point  
)( CKCL xxtxx −+=  
)( KCCL yytyy −−=  

Coordinates of W point  

tWQW Rxx ϕcos−=
, 

tWQW Ryy ϕsin+=
 

The position of the center of the 
curvilinear guide circle is determined from the 
following construction. From the middle of M 
point of the initial segment HC, which 
coordinates are 

)(5,0 HCHM xxxx −+= , 
)(5,0 HCHM yyyy −+=  

a perpendicular is made, the distance is 
set on it 

22 )5,0( HCRh −= . 
If we take into account that the angular 

coefficient of inclination of HC guide is 
)()( HCHCHC xxyyk −−= , then the 

perpendicular angle coefficient 

( )HCh kk 1−= , which is numerically equal to 
the inclination angle tangent of the 
perpendicular. Then 

( )hMQ ktgarchxx cos+=
, 

( )hMQ ktgarchyy sin−=
. 

Angle tϕ , which is required to 
determine the coordinates of the current 
point W (xW, yW), 

HWt t ϕϕϕ −⋅= , 
where the secondary angle is 

( ))()( HQHQH xxyytgarc −−=ϕ
, 

and the angle of the curvilinear guide is 
( )RHCarcW 5,0sin(2=ϕ . 

Length of the segment 
22 )()( HCHC yyxxHC −+−=

. 
The given analytics is the basis for 

automated calculations of coordinates of a 
spline curve points with a circular convex 
initial guideline. 

Let's consider other options. 

VL Option  

In this case, the initial guide is a concave 
circular guide, the terminal guide is a straight 
guide. A scheme of such combination of 
guides is shown in Fig. 3. The system of 
symbols used in the previous scheme has 
been saved as much as possible. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The scheme of construction of VL spline type  
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The task is to determine the coordinates 
of the spline point at a certain value of the 
parameter t (the current point S with the 
coordinates xS, yS). 

)( WLWS xxtxx −+= , 

)( WLWS yytyy −+= , 

)( CKCL xxtxx −+= , 

)( KCCL yytyy −−= , 

tWQW Rxx ϕcos+= , 

tWQW Ryy ϕsin−= . 

)(5,0 HCHM xxxx −+= , 

)(5,0 HCHM yyyy −+=  

22 )5,0( HCRh −= . 
Angular coefficient of the guide HC 

inclination 

)()( HCHCHC xxyyk −−= , then the 
perpendicular angle coefficient 

( )HCh kk 1−= , which is numerically equal to 
the tangent of the angle of perpendicular 
inclination. Then 

( )hMQ ktgarchxx cos+=
, 

( )hMQ ktgarchyy sin+= . 

( ) ( )( )QCQCHWt xxyyarc −−−−= sinϕϕϕ . 

( )RHCarcW 5,0sin(2=ϕ  

WH t ϕϕ ⋅= , 

( )RHCarcW 5,0sin(2=ϕ . 

22 )()( HCHC yyxxHC −+−= . 

WV Option  

The corresponding scheme of this 
combination is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Scheme of spline construction of WV type  

 

In fig. 4 the following indexing system is 
used: the parameters relating to the convex 
curvilinear direction include W index, concave 
- V index. Parameters concerning the convex 
curvilinear direction are similar to analog 
analyst in Fig. 2 taking into account the 
specifics of the designations, the study 
material has been presented without 
comments and explanations. 

tWWQWW Rxx ϕcos−= , 

tWWQWW Ryy ϕsin+=  

)(5,0 HCHMW xxxx −+= , 

)(5,0 HCHMW yyyy −+=  

22 )5,0( HCRh WW −= . 

)()( HCHCHC xxyyk −−= , 

( )HChW kk 1−=  

( )hWWMWQW ktgarchxx cos+= , 
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( )hWWMWQW ktgarchyy sin−= . 

HWt t ϕϕϕ −⋅= . 

The angle Wϕ  is determined by 

HWWtW t ϕϕϕ −⋅= , 

( ))()( HQWHQWHW xxyytgarc −−=ϕ , 

( )WW RHCarc 5,0sin(2=ϕ . 

22 )()( HCHC yyxxHC −+−= . 

V point coordinates are determined in 
the following way 

tVVQVV Rxx ϕcos−= , 

tVVQVV Ryy ϕsin−=  

)(5,0 CKCMV xxxx −+= , 

)(5,0 KCCMV yyyy −+=  

22 )5,0( KCRh VV −= . 

)()( CKCKKC xxyyk −−= , 

( )KChV kk 1−=  

( )hVVMVQV ktgarchxx cos+= , 

( )hVVMVQV ktgarchyy sin+= . 

( )( )VCQVVtV Ryyarct −+⋅= sinϕϕ . 

( )VV RKCarc 5,0sin(2=ϕ . 

22 )()( KCKC yyxxKC −+−= . 

VW Option  

The variant scheme is shown in Fig. 5. 
Analytics to Fig. 5, as it was done previously 
for other schemes, is given without 
comments. 

The coordinates of V point are 
determined in the following way 

tVVQVV Rxx ϕcos+= , 

tVVQVV Ryy ϕsin−=  

)(5,0 HKCMV xxxx −−= , 

)(5,0 HCCMV yyyy −−=  

22 )5,0( HCRh VV −= . 

)()( HCHCKC xxyyk −−= , 

( )KChV kk 1−= . 

( )hVVMVQV ktgarchxx cos−= , 

( )hVVMVQV ktgarchyy sin+= . 

( )( )VQVCVVtV Ryyarct −−⋅−= sinϕϕϕ
. 

( )VV RHCarc 5,0sin(2=ϕ . 

22 )()( HCHC yyxxHC −+−= . 

tWWQWW Rxx ϕcos+=  

tWWQWW Ryy ϕsin+= . 

)(5,0 CKKMW xxxx −+= , 

)(5,0 KCKMW yyyy −+= . 
 

 
Figure 5. The scheme of construction of VW spline type  

 
22 )5,0( KCRh WW −= . 

)()( KCKCHC xxyyk −−= , 

( )HChW kk 1−= . 

( )hWWMWQW ktgarchxx cos−= , 
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( )hWWMWQW ktgarchyy sin−= . 

Wϕ angle is determined in the following way 

( )WW RKCarc 5,0sin(2=ϕ  

KWWWtW t ϕϕϕϕ −⋅−= , 

( ))()( KQWKQWKW xxyytgarc −−=ϕ , 

22 )()( KCKC yyxxKC −+−= . 
 

All other possible combinations (LW, LV, 
WW, VV, etc.) are individual cases of the 
above mentioned and the analyst for them 
can be developed based on the one given 
above. 

It should be noted that in each of the 
drawings, despite the same position of control 
points, the shape of the spline is changing 
constantly, which one more time shows the 
advantages of splines with curved guides, the 
main advantage is the more flexible fitting of 
real lineation of parts. Another important fact 
to be taken into account is that the radius of 
the circular curvilinear guide should be 
greater than half of the length of the 
corresponding straight guide. 

Profiling of parts of the lineations was 
done, using spline curves with curvilinear 
guides. The spline curve (for example, of the 
second order) is given by three points: apart 
from starting РS (хS, yS) points and PE (хE, yE) 
ending points an intermediate point Р1 (хР1, 
yР1), is required and while these points are 
connected by straight guides (Fig. 6). 

 

 
Figure 6. Formation of a spline curve with 

straight guides 
 

On each sections of the guides 
additional points 1 (on the PS-Р1 section) and 2 

(section Р1-РЕ) are moving synchronously. At 
any time the distance to points 1 and 2 from 
the beginning of the corresponding section is 
determined as the product of the parameter t 
(this is the parameter (time-iterator) which 
varies within 0 ... 1, assuming that tі=1 when 
і=1 and t=0 when і=0) and its length. The point 
В(t) is on the segment which connects points 1 
and 2 whereas its distance from point 1 is also 
determined as the product of the parameter t 
and the length of the segment 1-2. In Fig. 6. in 
order to simplify its perception, the 
construction of a spline curve is shown on the 
example of only a few points with values of 
the parameter t 0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1. However, 
the drawback of this method is the one-
valuedness of the curve shape and the need of 
large number of control points for the 
complex curvatures of the lineations since 
straight-line guides are used for the control 
system. One more possible option for 
construction of complex sketches is to make 
use individual Bezier curves which can be 
sequentially connected with one another in 
Bezier spline. In order to ensure the 
smoothness of the line at the junction of two 
curves, the adjacent points of both curves 
must lie on the same line, which requires 
additional operations. 

Taking into account the above-
mentioned imperfections, it is proposed to 
perform profiling of parts of the lineations 
using spline curves with curvilinear guides. 

Fig. 7. shows the variant of construction 
of the sketch curve with the use of a 
curvilinear guide in the form of an arc of a 
circle between the points PS-Р1, and Fig. 8. 
shows the variant of construction of the 
sketch curve with the additional use of the 
guide in the form of the arc of the circle Р1-РЕ, 
with the opposite sign of curvature. Further 
construction is made following the above-
mentioned principles.  
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Figure 7. Construction of a spline curve with 

curvilinear guides

Figure 8. Construction of a spline curve with 
curvilinear guides (two arcs)

The given examples allow to obtain the 
curves of lineations of any form with the same 
control points PS, Р1, РЕ.

An extremely important advantage of the 
method of constructing curves of the sketches 
is that  the curve in Fig. 7 if it had been built 
using straight-line guides could be obtained 
only with the third order of the spline curve, the 
curve in Fig. 8 - the fourth, respectively it would 
require four and five control points, which would 
greatly complicate the construction process. It 
should also be mentioned that the shape of the 
curvilinear guide can be omniform which also 
increases the polyvariability of the spline curves.

Thus, presented examples demonstrate 
the advantages of using curvilinear guides which 
simplify the construction of complex sketches.

The presented properties and principles of 
construction of spline curves allow to solve the 
inverse problem of profiling the contours of the 
longitudinally vertical section of the inner mold 
line tool (Fig. 9), namely, at given points, where 
it is necessary to pass the curve through, to 
determine the exact position of the coordinates 
(saying more accurately to determine the matrix 

Figure 9. Principle of construction of the main contours of the longitudinal and vertical section of the 
inner mold line tool of shoes
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of coordinates) of the control points, which 
allows to describe the curves analytically which 
are assumed to be used to form contours with.

The mathematical apparatus of spline 
curves allows to reproduce a function with a 
predetermined accuracy (within 5% for footwear 
industry) deviation from the original curve.

CONCLUSIONS

The method of profiling parts of sketches 
with spline curves with curvilinear guides has 
been proposed, which provides the flexibility of 
control of the shape of the curvilinear sections 
of the parts, reducing the order of the curve of 
considerable complexity, including the curvature 
of a different sign.

The analytical bases of determination of 
coordinates of spline curve points with circular 
curvilinear guides for the basic combinations of 
section types have been developed.

Profiling of sketch contours of the 
longitudinally vertical cut of the inner mold line 
tool of shoe using spline curves with curvilinear 
guides has been proposed.
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